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Abstract. In this paper, we provide a deep analysis for Siamese-based
trackers and find that the one core reason for their failure on challenging cases can be attributed to the problem of decisive samples missing
during offline training. Furthermore, we notice that the samples given in
the first frame can be viewed as the decisive samples for the sequence
since they contain rich sequence-specific information. To make full use
of these sequence-specific samples, we propose a compact latent network to quickly adjust the tracking model to adapt to new scenes. A
statistic-based compact latent feature is proposed to efficiently capture
the sequence-specific information for the fast adjustment. In addition,
we design a new training approach based on a diverse sample mining
strategy to further improve the discrimination ability of our compact
latent network. To evaluate the effectiveness of our method, we apply
it to adjust a recent state-of-the-art tracker, SiamRPN++. Extensive
experimental results on five recent benchmarks demonstrate that the
adjusted tracker achieves promising improvement in terms of tracking
accuracy, with almost the same speed. The code and models are available at https://github.com/xingpingdong/CLNet-tracking.
Keywords: Siamese tracker, latent feature, sequence-specific, sample
mining, fast adjustment
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Introduction

Recently, Siamese-based trackers [3, 31, 30] have attracted significant attention
in the tracking community, since they successfully incorporated data-driven deep
learning with real-time visual tracking, and achieved impressive tracking accuracy. However, these trackers are still unable to address more challenging situations, such as similar distractors or huge deformation as shown in Fig. 1. To
analyze the core reason for these failures, we simplify the Siamese model to a
linear binary-classifier and transfer the tracking task to a classification problem.
We find that the issues can be attributed to the problem of decisive samples
missing, i.e. some key samples, such as the ones in the above challenging cases,
?
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Fig. 1. Sample results of our compact latent network incorporated into the
state-of-the-art tracker, SiamRPN++ [30]. By only adjusting the base model
(SiamRPN++) with the sequence-specific samples from the first frame, we significantly improve its discrimination ability under the challenging cases, such as similar
distractors (top) or huge deformation (bottom).

are rare or unseen during offline training. This results in the trained model having poor discrimination ability for these challenging samples. This is a normal
problem for most data-driven models since they cannot capture all data for
training. In contrast, in the tracking task, annotated bounding boxes are given
in the first frame of each sequence, which can provide sequence-specific samples to improve the discrimination ability of the model, since these samples are
similar to the ones in the other frames of the same sequence. In addition, most
Siamese-based methods ignore the rich context information, only applying the
annotations to extract templates. Thus, the ignored context information can be
used to adjust these Siamese-based models and improve the discrimination ability for all samples in the sequence. As shown in Fig. 1, the model, adjusted by the
sequence-specific supervision information in the first frame, achieves significant
improvement compared with the original model.
Making full use of the sequence-specific information to adjust the offline
trained model is not a trivial task, especially for real-time tracking, because of
the limitation of computational load. A simple solution is to directly retrain the
Siamese-based model using an optimization method, such as stochastic gradient
descent (SGD) [42], ride regression [6], or Lagrange multipliers [24]. However,
these methods are often time-consuming and not practicable for tracking.
To meet real-time requirements and extract effective information from sequencespecific samples, we propose a Compact Latent Network (CLNet) to adjust recent
Siamese-based trackers. Our CLNet contains an feature-adjusting sub-network,
latent encoder, and prediction sub-network. The first provides the adjusting feature for each sequence-specific sample, using three 1 × 1 convolutional layers
for efficiency. The core module, the latent encoder, produces a compact feature
representation for the entire set of sequence-specific samples, by computing the
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statistical information inside the positive and negative adjusting feature sets, respectively. Then, the latent feature is fed into the last sub-network (a three-layer
perceptron), to predict the adjusting parameters.
It is worth mentioning that our latent feature is compact, with only a few
thousand parameters, and more robust than the normal features, since statisticsbased features contain uncertainty information in the distribution, which is beneficial for better classification performance [26]. In addition, we propose a new
training method based on diverse sample mining to further enhance the training
performance. In contrast to the training method of Siamese models, we sample
image-pairs from a sequence for each batch to effectively extract the sequencespecific information for the latent feature. We also incorporate diverse sample
mining to benefit the adjustment network training. These diverse samples improve the discrimination ability of the adjustment network enabling to address
similar distractors and significant appearance changes.
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, we take the stateof-the-art tracker, SiamRPN++ [30], as our basic model. To maintain the generalization ability of this model, we use the proposed CLNet to adjust the last
layers in the classification and regression branches. For fast adjustment, we only
run CLNet once in the first frame and omit it in the following frames. A thorough evaluation on five popular benchmarks (seen in §4) clearly demonstrates
the advantage of our algorithm.

2

Related Work

Although many techniques have been successfully applied to visual object tracking, such as the correlation filter [21, 5, 7], regression model [20, 37], and sparse
coding [40, 39], here, we only focus on the recent Siamese network based trackers [3, 31], which are mainstream in the tracking community, and meta-learning
approaches [22, 50], which are related to our latent feature.
2.1

Siamese Network Based Trackers

The pioneering work, SiamFC [3], provided a new paradigm based on the Siamese
network to fully exploit the increasing number of labeled video datasets. After
this work, several researchers tried to further mine the potentiality of the offline
tracking model by designing different Siamese architectures [19, 60, 67, 12], using
the powerful training loss [8], learning efficient Siamese networks [36], and so
on [63, 64, 51]. Some focus on improving the performance of the online updating
method through various strategies, such as incorporating a correlation filter [58],
learning a dynamic network [18], utilizing deep reinforcement learning [25, 10,
11]. Among these Siamese-based trackers, the recent SiamRPN [31], which introduces the region proposal network after the Siamese network, achieves very high
speed and impressive tracking accuracy on the popular VOT benchmark [29].
The following works [69, 14, 30, 68] also obtain state-of-the-art performance on
this benchmark. For example, Zhu et al. [69] proposed a distractor-aware data
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augmentation approach and an incremental learning method to enhance the offline model and online tracking mechanism, respectively. In consequence, more
attention is paid to improving the generalization of the base network by using more discriminative network structures, such as cascaded RPN [14], deeper
networks [30], and wider networks [68]. These state-of-the-art trackers prefer to
provide a more powerful offline model that can use more training data. However,
they do not fully exploit the supervised information in the first frame

2.2

Meta-learning

Meta-learning can be interpolated as the inception of fast weights [22, 2], or
learning-to-learn [50, 57, 23, 1], and is usually applied to few-shot classification,
specifically for the image recognition task. There are three major categories of
recent meta-learning approaches, including 1) metric-based methods [27, 59, 55],
which focus on learning powerful similarity metrics to discriminate samples from
the same class; 2) memory-based methods [49, 44], which explore the storage of
critical training examples with effective memory architectures or encoding fast
adaptation methods, and 3) optimization-based methods [15, 16], which search
for adaptive parameters to quickly adjust the model for new tasks.
Although meta-learning has been widely applied for few-shot classification [15,
48, 32], there exist few related works in the community of visual object tracking [43, 4]. Park et al. [43] proposed an optimization-based meta-learner, analogous to MAML [15], to learn an adaptive step for gradient-based online updating.
This method has been applied to two trackers based on online training [42, 56] for
acceleration, by reducing the number of training iterations. However, it cannot
be directly used for offline training models, like Siamese-based trackers. Recently,
a meta-learner network [4] and gradient-guided network [33] were proposed to
update the Siamese network based tracker online, by utilizing the gradients to
extract target-specific information. In contrast, our approach explores a new direction to capture the sequence-specific information, by using a statistic-based
latent feature. Besides, we only adjust the basic model in the first frame, rather
than using online updating. Thus, the time cost for our adjustment is almost
negligible.

3

Siamese Tracker with Compact Latent Network

SiamRPN++ [30], a recent representative Siamese tracker, is adopted as our
basic tracker. Thus, we briefly introduce the framework of this tracker in §3.1.
Then, we conduct a deep analysis into the issue of decisive samples missing in
Siamese-based trackers (see §3.2). To overcome this issue, we propose an efficient
Compact Latent Network (CLNet) in §3.3, to adjust the basic model, and provide
a diverse sample mining strategy to boost training performance in §3.4. Fig. 2
shows the framework of our method.
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Fig. 2. The framework of Compact Latent Network (CLNet) for adjusting
SiamRPN++ [30]. For clarity, we only show the classification branch. Given an
Annotated Bounding Box (AB-Box) in the first frame, the proposed CLNet predicts
the weights in the last layer of SiamRPN++. At this time, the hidden map is fed into
CLNet, not the last layer (i.e. the red arrow is removed). In the following frames, we
remove the CLNet to reduce computational requirements and use the adjusted model
for tracking. The latent encoder module is shown on the right, where µ and σ present
the mean and standard deviation of a sample set. The positive and negative sets are
produced using the AB-Box.

3.1

Revisiting SiamRPN for Tracking

In the early Siamese network based tracking algorithm, SiamFC [3], the tracking
task is formulated as a nearest neighbor searching problem in a semantic embedding space. Given a target patch provided in the first frame of a sequence,
the goal of SiamFC is to seek the most similar patch from the search region in
the subsequent frames. To extract representative semantic features, SiamFC [3]
build a fully-convolutional Siamese network φ, which contains a template branch
for representing the target patch z, and an instance branch for representing the
search region x. Then the cross-correlation (convolution) operation is applied on
these semantic features to produce the final similarity map S, which is formulated as S(z, x) = φ(z) ∗ φ(x) + b, where b is the offset of the similarity value, and
∗ represents the cross-correlation operation. S ∈ Rw×h measures the similarity
between the template and instances in the search region, where w and h are the
width and height of this map. Then the peak of S corresponds to the target
location in the search region.
To avoid multi-scale estimation, SimRPN [31] extends SiamFC by incorporating an additional Region Proposal Network (RPN). The outputs of SiamRPN
include one classification branch and one regression branch to regress the target
bounding box (b-box) for both position and scale estimation. A multi-anchors
technique [46] is further used for better performance. Combined with the Siamese
network, SiamRPN produces w ×h×k anchors, where k is the anchor number for
each searching position on instances feature map φ(x). For each anchor, the regression and classification branches obtain a proposal (b-box) and corresponding
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score, respectively. The corresponding outputs are formulated as follows,
ea
loc
ea
Acls = confcls
(φ(x)) ∗ conker
= confloc
(φ(x)) ∗ conker
cls (φ(z)), A
loc (φ(z)),

(1)

where con indicates the couvolutional network obtaining new feature maps. Then
the final target b-box is the regression output on the anchor with the highest
classification score. Furthermore, Li et al. [30] proposed SiamRPN++ to utilize
the asymmetrical depth-wise cross correlation to reduce the number of parameters in the RPN block, providing efficient computation and solving the problem
caused by the differences between the classification and regression branches. The
new RPN block is formulated as follows,




f ea
ker
f ea
ker
Acls = hcls αcls
(φ(x)) ? αcls
(φ(z)) , Aloc = hloc αloc
(φ(x)) ? αloc
(φ(z)) ,

(2)

where α is an adjust (1×1 convolutional) layer, ? is the depth-wise cross correlation, and hs denotes the head block for predicting the classification and
regression map.
3.2

Analysis for Siamese-based Training Method

Siamese-based trackers take advantage of large numbers of image pairs to train
a network from labeled video datasets (e.g., VID [47]) which can provide richer
training samples. These numerous training samples can effectively enhance the
generalization of tracking models for most testing sequences. However, this training strategy does not utilize sequence-specific information, provided by the annotation in the first frame of each testing sequence. Here, we introduce a simple
binary-classification case to intuitively illustrate the underlying problem caused
by using the general training method. In fact, SiamFC [3] can also be viewed as a
binary-classification problem, where the template is the classifier discriminating
the instance patch in the search region. Thus, the following analysis is suitable
for most methods based on SiamFC [3] or SiamRPN [31].
Without loss of generality, we can assume that there are various positive
and negative samples that come from different videos during the training phase,
which is consistent with the Siamese-based training method. As shown in Fig. 3,
we use a group of positive samples (the big blue ellipse) as well as negative
samples (the big green ellipse) for training. The optimal decision hyperplane
should be located in the middle of the two groups of samples to maintain the
largest margin between the boundary samples and itself. Then, we can assume
w1 is the ideal decision hyperplane based on these two groups of training data
in Fig. 3. During the testing phase, the positive and negative samples have no
overlap with the training samples (i.e., we apply the learned tracker on unseen
videos), and the number of testing samples is usually far less than that of the
training phase. Thus, we use small ellipses to represent the testing samples and
assume the challenging samples lie near the decision hyperplane. As shown in
Fig. 3, some challenging samples may pass through the decision hyperplane into
the wrong region, which means the trained classifier is invalid.
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Fig. 3. Illustration of issue on binary-classification with the general training
method. w1 and w2 are the ideal decision hyperplanes based on training and testing
sets, respectively. w∗ is the decision boundary considering both two sets.

In the general classification task, an error will occur if any negative samples
score is larger than some positive sample. In contrast, a tracking error occurs
only when the classification score of one negative sample is larger than all positive samples scores. However, the tracking task still suffers from the issue of an
unsuitable decision hyperplane (like w1 ). For example, in Fig. 3, we can assume
that the testing data points are sampled from a search region. The red triangle
is the point with the largest distance from the decision boundary w1 among all
negative samples, which means it has the highest positive classification score.
Similarly, the red star has the highest score among all positive samples. Obviously, the score of the red triangle is larger than that of the red star; thus, the
red triangle is regarded as the target, resulting in tracking faults.
In this paper, we focus on alleviating this issue and find a reasonable decision
hyperplane for the tracking task. We find that the target ground-truth b-box,
given in the first frame of a sequence, can provide rich supervision information to
enhance the model discrimination ability for this sequence which helps to find a
reasonable decision hyperplane. However, most Siamese-based trackers only use
this b-box to extract the template feature and ignore the discriminative context
information in the first frame. Effectively utilizing the supervision information
is vital for the tracking model (classifier) learning. One simple solution is to finetune the tracking model with the positive and negative samples (testing data
in Fig. 3) in the first frame. This is time-consuming since the model finetuning
may converge after numerous iterations with normal gradient descent optimization [42]. Furthermore, the limited samples generated in the first frame easily
lead to over-fitting. As shown in Fig. 3, if we only consider the testing data,
the optimal decision hyperplane is w2 . However, this is not suitable for some
training samples, and provides wrong labels for them. In fact, the ideal decision
hyperplane for both training and testing data is w∗ , which is not easily found.
In the next section, we try to find an ideal tracking model which is suitable for
both training data (large-scale labeled videos) and testing data (samples in the
first frame), by using a compact latent network.
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Compact Latent Network

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our compact latent network, we select the recent state-of-the-art Siamese-based model, SiamRPN++ [30], as our base tracker.
To maintain the generality of the original tracking model, we fix all layers except
the last one in the classification and regression branches. Here, we only show how
to incorporate our compact latent network into the classification branches, and a
similar process is also applied to the regression branches. For simplicity, we omit
the notation cls in the following description. Firstly, we reformulate the base
model to better explain the new proposed module. As mentioned in Sec. 3.1, the
last head block in SiamRPN++ contains two convolutional layers. We decompose the head block into two components, i.e. h = h1 (h0 ). Denoting all layers
except the last one in the classification branch as a function f , the classification
map in Eq. (2) can be reformulated as follows:
A = h1 (f (x, z); θ1 ),

(3)



where f (x, z) = h0 αf ea (φ(x)) ? αker (φ(z)) . In fact, f (x, z) ∈ Rw×h×c is viewed
as a w × h feature map M with c channels, and θ1 is the parameter in h1 .
To better exploit the feature map M, we provide a compact feature representation by utilizing the statistical information inside it. Firstly, this feature map
M can be regarded as a set including the hidden vectors corresponding to the
template-instance pair, i.e., M = {m1 , m2 , · · · , mwh }. Furthermore, according
to the classification labels, this set can be split into two groups, the positive set
+
+
−
−
−
P = {m+
1 , m2 , · · · , mn+ } and negative set N = {m1 , m2 , · · · , mn− }. Given
these two sets, we capture the statistical information by computing the mean µ
and standard deviation σ as follows,
µρ =

1 Xnρ
ga (mρi ), σ ρ =
i=1
nρ

r

1 Xnρ
(ga (mρi ) − µρ )2 ,
i=1
nρ

(4)

where µ ∈ Rl , σ ∈ R+l , ρ ∈ {+, −}, and ga is a feature-adjusting sub-network
containing three 1 × 1 convolutional layers, which is used to reduce the channel
number of the latent vector from c to l. Here, we set l ≤ 2c to avoid a too high
computational burden. Then, the final latent compact feature c for the original
m is constructed by concatenation, i.e., c = concat(µ+ , σ + , µ− , σ − ).
In practice, the proposed statistic-based feature is more robust than the original features. We give an intuitive example in Fig. 4 to demonstrate the powerful
representative ability of the statistic-based feature. Assume the positive (blue
stars) and negative (green triangles) samples are respectively drawn from two
Gaussian distributions (the blue and green ellipses). As shown in Fig. 4, we
can easily find the ‘ideal’ decision hyperplane wn according to the rule of the
largest margin. However, the true decision hyperplane should be wg , since the
true sample boundaries are the edges of the two ellipses. The incorrect decision
hyperplane is caused by decisive samples missing, i.e. the key samples (red star
and triangle) are not drawn. Usually, the critical samples are difficult to capture,
but we can provide the mean and standard deviation of each sample set to reshape the Gaussian distribution. Then the distributions can be used to find the
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Fig. 4. Comparison of binary-classification based on normal samples and
Gaussian distributions. wn and wg are the corresponding ideal decision hyperplanes.

ideal decision hyperplane and achieve better classification performance, by utilizing some uncertainty-based optimization methods [26]. Notice that a Gaussian
distribution only depends on its mean and standard deviation, which indicates
that these contain enough information to represent the distribution. Thus, we
use the mean and standard deviation as the compact feature to alleviate the
issue of decisive samples missing, by utilizing the underlying distribution.
The proposed compact representation brings two advantages: firstly, it has
fewer parameters than the original feature. Notice that l is kept in the same order
of magnitude as c. Thus, in practice, the parameter number 4 × l of the compact
feature c is less than the original one w × h × c. Secondly, the compact feature
c is number-free, in other words, we can use a different number of positive and
negative samples to construct this feature. This is very suitable for SiamRPNbased tracking models, since the number of positive or negative samples changes
with the different input image-pairs [31].
After obtaining the latent compact feature c, a multi-layer perceptron is used
as the prediction sub-network to produce a deviation for the weights of the last
head layer:
∆θ1 = g∆ (c),

(5)

where g∆ is the weight deviation predictor containing three fully connected layers. These deviations are added into the corresponding weights to adjust the
model for different sequences, which is formulated as:
θa = θ1 + ∆θ1 .

(6)

Finally, the adjusted weight θa is used to produce the classification map. For the
regression branch, the computation procedure for weight adjustment is similar
except that we use the positive sample set to build the compact latent feature,
since only the positive samples are used for training. In summary, the adjusted
loc
classification map Acls
a and regression map Aa are formulated as follow:
cls
cls
loc
loc
Acls
(x, z); θacls ), Aloc
(x, z); θaloc ).
a = h1 (f
a = h1 (f

(7)

These maps are applied to predict the tracked object, similar to SiamRPN++ [30].
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Training with Diverse Sample Mining

To train the proposed compact latent networks, we fix all parameters in the
original model, and use the same softmax loss Lcls and smooth-L1 loss Lloc in
SiamRPN++ [30] for the adjusted classification and regression maps, respectively. The final loss is formulated as follows,
cls
loc
L = Lcls (Acls
) + λLloc (Aloc
),
a ,y
a ,y

(8)

where y cls and y loc are the classification and regression ground-truth, respectively, and λ is the trade-off parameter between the two losses, which is set as
1.2 in our experiments. In SiamRPN++, the image-pairs are sampled from different sequences in one training batch to achieve a more discriminative feature,
which is not suitable for training our adjustment network. This is because the
goal of our adjustment network is to predict the adjusted weights for each specific sequence rather than the whole videos. During training, we need to capture
the important information inside a specific sequence not the general information
across the sequences. Besides, our statistic-based latent feature also requires the
local statistical information in a sequence not the global statistical information across sequences. Thus, in each training batch, we randomly sample several
image-pairs from the same sequence and feed them into the network.
To enhance the training performance, we propose a diverse sample mining strategy, by ranking the classification scores of unused negative samples.
SiamRPN++ [30] adopts the IoU between the anchor and ground-truth b-box
to select the positive and negative samples. The negative ones are the anchors
with IoU < 0.3, and the positive samples are those with IoU > 0.6. Only at
most 16 positive samples and a total of 64 samples are used for one training
pair. The unused negative samples may contain some diverse samples, which are
helpful for enhancing the model discrimination ability. To mine these diverse
samples, we first compute the original score map Acls . Then, we sort the unused
negative samples in descending order according to the positive scores in Acls .
The first 16 negative samples are regarded as the diverse samples and appended
into the training samples. Thus, a total of 80 samples are used for one training
pair. The newly proposed diverse samples, near the decision hyperplane of the
original model, are more likely to be the decisive samples, such as the ones in
Fig. 4. As the analysis in Sec. 3.3, these samples are helpful to find the ideal
decision hyperplane and build a more robust compact latent feature.

4

Experimental Results

Our approach is implemented in Python 3 using Pytorch 0.4.0 and evaluated on
a single Nvidia RTX 2080Ti GPU. We compare our tracker and the base tracker
with several representative trackers on NFS [17], DTB70 [34], UAV123 [41],
VOT2019 [28], and LaSOT [13] benchmarks. The tracking speed of our method
is about 45.6 fps, closing to the base tracker SiamRPN++ [30] (46.9 fps). We
evaluate the base model with its official code in our machine for fair comparison.
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Implementation Details

Architecture. Our Compact Latent Network (CLNet) has two sub-networks ga
and gδ . In our experiments, ga contains three convolutional blocks constructed
by a 1×1 convolution, batch-norm, and ReLU layer. For the classification branch,
the output channel number of each convolutional layer is set as 256, and that
of the regression branch is set as 512. This ensures the compact latent features
are the same size in both two branches. Sub-network gδ contains three fully
connected layers, the first two layers of which are followed by a ReLU layer
and the last of which is followed a Tanh layer. For the classification branch,
the output numbers of the three layers are [128, 128, nθ1cls ], where nθ1cls is the
parameter number of θ1cls to be adjusted. Similarly, the numbers in the regression
branch are set as [128, 128, nθ1loc ]. Here, we adopt the SiamRPN++ [30] with
three layer-wise features aggregation as the base model. Since the output feature
maps in these three layers have the same size, we can use the adjustment network
with the same structure for each feature map.
Training. We follow the training protocol of SiamRPN++ [30], using the same
training datasets (COCO [35], DET [47], VID [47], and YouTubeBB [45]). Synchronized stochastic gradient descent is used for training over four GPUs with
a total of 64 pairs per minibatch (16 pairs per GPU). We train over 20 epochs,
each of which contains 60,000 training pairs. We use a step learning rate from
0.001 to 0.005 for the first five epochs as a warmup training. In the last 15
epochs, the learning rate is exponentially decayed from 0.005 to 0.0005. The
other hyper-parameters are the same as SiamRPN++.
4.2

Comparison with Other Trackers

NFS30 Dataset. Need for Speed (NFS) [17] includes 100 challenging sequences
with fast-moving objects. We evaluate the proposed method on the 30 FPS
version (NFS30) by comparing the trackers in [17]. As shown in Fig. 5, our
tracker achieves a precision and AUC 21.8% and 24.2% higher than MDNet [42],
which is the best tracker reported in the original paper. Compared with the
baseline SiamRPN++, we also achieve the significant relative gains of 8.2% in
terms of both precision and AUC.
DTB70 Dataset. Our method is also evaluated on the Drone Tracking Benchmark [34], which includes 70 videos captured by drone cameras. We report the
precision and AUC plots in Fig. 6 in comparison to the recent SiamFC-v2 [58],
and other trackers reported in DTB70. Specifically, our tracker significantly outperforms the second-best tracker, SiamRPN++, by large gains of 5.5% and 6.8%
in terms of precision and AUC. We attribute the performance promotion to the
proposed compact latent network.
UAV123 Dataset. UAV123 [41] includes 123 low altitude aerial sequences captured from an aerial viewpoint, with an average sequence length of 915 frames.
Besides the recent methods in UAV123, we add SiamFC-v2 [58] into the comparison. Fig. 7 shows the precision and AUC plots for the top ten trackers. Among
the compared methods, SiamRPN++ obtains the best precision and AUC scores
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Fig. 5. Precision and success plots on the NFS30 dataset [17].

Fig. 6. Precision and success plots on the DTB70 dataset [34].

Fig. 7. Precision and success plots on the UAV123 dataset [41].

of 0.804 and 0.611, respectively. However, our approach outperforms this with a
precision score of 0.830 and an AUC score of 0.633, which further demonstrates
the effectiveness of our method.
VOT2019 Dataset. We also evaluate our CLNet on the real-time challenge
of the VOT2019 Dataset [28], which contains 60 public sequences with different
challenging factors. This dataset performs re-initialization of a tracker when it
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SiamCRF RT SiamMask ARTCS SiamDW ST DCFST DiMP SiamFCOT SiamMargin SiamRPN++ Ours
EAO ↑
ACC ↑
ROB ↓

0.262
0.549
0.346

0.287
0.594
0.461

0.287
0.602
0.482

0.299
0.600
0.467

0.317
0.585
0.376

0.321
0.582
0.371

0.350
0.601
0.386

0.366
0.585
0.321

0.285
0.599
0.482

0.313
0.606
0.461

Table 1. Evaluation of the real-time challenge in VOT2019 [28] by EAO, ACC, and
ROB. The best scores are highlighted in red.

StrSiam SiamFC VITAL MDNet MLT GradNet SiamDW C-RPN SiamRPN++ Ours
[67]
[3]
[56]
[42]
[4]
[33]
[68]
[14]
[30]
P (%)
Pnorm (%)
AUC (%)

34
44.3
35.6

34.1
44.9
35.8

37.2
48.4
41.2

37.4
48.1
41.3

34.5

35.1
36.5

38.4

44.3
54.2
45.5

48.5
56.5
49.3

49.4
57.4
49.9

Table 2. Comparison on the LaSOT dataset [13] by the success (AUC), precision (P),
and normalized precision (Pnorm ). The best scores are highlighted in red.

fails to track the target, to order to measure its short-term tracking performance.
According to the evaluation protocol of VOT2019, we adopt the Expected Average Overlap (EAO), Accuracy (ACC) and Robustness (ROB) to compare different trackers, including the top nine algorithms ranked by EAO in the real-time
challenge. As shown in Table 1, our approach obtains the best score in terms of
ACC. Compared with our baseline SiamRPN++, the proposed method achieves
a significant performance improvement of 9.8% in terms of EAO, and also boosts
the ACC and ROB scores. This demonstrates our approach can effectively improve the short-term tracking ability of the base model.
LaSOT Dataset. The recent LaSOT [13] provides high-quality manual annotations for a large-scale dataset, which includes a total 1,400 sequences with an
average sequence length of 2,512 frames. To further validate the proposed approach on a larger and longer dataset, we conduct experiments on the testing
set of LaSOT with 280 sequences, comparing the recent MLT [4], GradNet [33],
SiamDW [68], and C-RPN [14], as well as the trackers from LaSOT. Following
[13], three metrics are used for evaluation, including the success (AUC), precision (P), and normalized precision (Pnorm ). As shown in Table 2, our tracker
achieves the best results in terms of all three metrics, which clearly demonstrates
the generalization ability of our approach for the large-scale dataset.
4.3

Ablation Study

Extensive experiments are performed to analyze the main components of the
proposed compact latent network. We conduct these experiments on a combined dataset including the whole DTB70 [34], NFS30 (30 FPS version) [17] and
UAV123 [41] datasets. This new combined dataset contains 293 diverse videos
for thorough analysis. The variants of our method and the baseline are evaluated
using the precision (P) and AUC metrics [65].
We retrain our base tracker (BT) SiamRPN++ initialized with its original parameters using our training method and test it on the combined dataset.
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RT BT +AN +LE +OS +DM
P (%) 74.3 73.3 73.8 75.5 76.6 77.2
AUC (%) 57.4 57.7 58.2 60.1 60.2 61.1

Table 3. Comparison of key components in terms of precision (P) and AUC scores on
the combined DTB70 [34], NFS30 [17], and UAV123 [41] dataset. SiamRPN++ [30]
is the base tracker (BT). RT means the retrained base tracker. The critical components include an adjustment network (+AN), latent encoder (+LE), one sequence for
training (+OS), and diverse sample mining (+DM).

The results show that the retrained tracker (RT) improves the precision (BT:
73.3% vs RT: 74.3%) but reduces the AUC (BT: 57.6% vs RT: 57.4%), which
indicates that the additional training on the original model does not provide
significant gains. To analyze the impact of key components in the proposed
framework, we add them to the base tracker (BT) one by one. All results are
shown in Table 3. We first train a adjustment network without the latent encoder to adjust the base model (+MN). The performance gains in terms of P
(0.5%) and AUC (0.5%) scores indicate that the base model benefits from the
sequence-specific information, extracted by the adjustment network. By adding
the latent encoder (+LE), CLNet achieves a major improvement with a P gain
of 1.7% and AUC gain of 1.9%. This demonstrates the advantages of the latent
encoder in providing a compact and effective feature for the sequence-specific
information. Furthermore, we sample the image-pairs from one sequence in each
training batch (+OS), to provide a more robust latent feature. This yields a
further improvement, with 1.1% and 0.1% gains in terms of P and AUC scores,
respectively. Finally, the diverse sample mining technique (+DM) improves the
P and AUC score by another 0.6% and 0.9%. In summary, compared with our
baseline, the final version (+DM) achieves significant relative gains of 5.3% and
5.9% in terms of the P and AUC scores.

5

Conclusion

This paper provided an in-depth analysis into the performance degradation of
Siamese-based trackers and found that an important factor is decisive samples
missing during training. To alleviate this problem, we proposed a Compact Latent Network (CLNet), which can efficiently extract the sequence-specific information in the first frame, to adjust the Siamese-based model. To further facilitate
the adjustment network training, we proposed a new training strategy based on
diverse sample mining to enhance the discrimination ability of CLNet. Since we
only carry out one forward computation for the adjustment in each sequence,
the time cost is almost negligible. Extensive evaluations on SiamRPN++ have
clearly demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed CLNet. In the future, we
will apply our method to other vision tasks, such as multi-object tracking [52,
66], segmentation [9, 38], deblurring [54, 53], and saliency detection [61, 62].
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